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In Situational Underlying Value for Baseball, Football and Basketball – A Statistic (SUV) to 
Measure Individual Performance in Team Sports, an all-encompassing, overall statistic to measure 
“clutch” performance by individual players in the team sports of major league baseball, 
professional football, and NCAA men’s college basketball was developed, called “Situational 
Underlying Value” (SUV). [1]  Based on the concept of “run expectancy,” it assigns an SUV to 
each base as a function of the number of outs, including a negative value for making an out.  There, 
and in “Proof of Principle” for Situational Underlying Value (SUV) – A Statistic to Measure 
Clutch Performance by Individuals in the Team Sports of Major League Baseball, [2] it was 
applied exclusively to hitters and pitchers.  Its derivation is explained in Reference 1, with 
additional discussion provided in Reference 2; reproduced here is the SUV table for major league 
baseball (variations for the American and National League are also discussed there to reflect the 
use of the designated hitter by the former, but will not be addressed here).   
 

base→ 3 2 1 0 outs↓ 
0 0.87 0.63 0.39 -0.23 
1 0.68 0.44 0.22 -0.16 
2 0.29 0.23 0.12 -0.10 

 
Reference 1 provides two example games to show how the SUVs accrue for each team’s hitters 
and pitchers.  The goal of this third work, which includes “Proof of Principle” as in Reference 2, 
is to track the performance of a team’s individual fielders defensively, including an enhancement 
to the approach for pitching previously developed in Reference 2, over the same substantial portion 
of an entire season.  One-third of the 2017 season, i.e., 54 games, have again been selected for the 
Seattle Mariners, starting with Game 002 and tracking every third game up through Game 161.  
The SUVs are based on the play-by-play descriptions provided in “Baseball Reference,” 
https://www.baseball-reference.com/. [3]  Summary SUV analyses for all 54 games are provided 
below, with a roll-up of cumulative SUVs every six games.  Also, the actual play-by-plays are 
included for every third game analyzed, starting from Game 005 (i.e., for Games 005, 014, 023, 
032, 041, 050, 059, 068, 077, 086, 095, 104, 113, 122, 131, 140, 149 and 158), providing a total 
for 18 games.  For the rest (which are only summarized), the reader should consult Reference 3. 
 
There is an important change to the above table for defensive tracking, also applied to the enhanced 
pitching analysis, namely the reversal of all the SUV signs, as follows: 
 

base→ 3 2 1 0 outs↓ 
0 -0.87 -0.63 -0.39 0.23 
1 -0.68 -0.44 -0.22 0.16 
2 -0.29 -0.23 -0.12 0.10 

 



This enables “positive” defensive outcomes (outs) to be assigned positive SUVs, while “negative” 
outcomes (reaching base or advancing) are assigned negative SUVs.  The assignment of defensive 
SUVs is somewhat more involved than that for hitting.  Specific assignments, most frequently 
encountered, are presented below. 
 

1. Pitchers.  Pitchers accrue the full SUV for any play which results in the following: a 
hit, walk (including intentional), hit batter, balk, wild pitch and strikeout (unless the 
third strike is dropped and the put out is made at first base, discussed below with the 
catcher).  For outs (other than strikeouts), the pitcher accrues half the full SUV for the 
play, the rest apportioned to the fielders, as discussed below.  Successful stolen bases, 
negative outcomes, accrue half to the pitcher, while successful pickoffs accrue not only 
half to the pitcher but also the additional accrual for an “assist,” discussed below.  On 
all other outs, the pitcher accrues as any other fielder (in addition to the half accrual as 
a pitcher). 

2. Catchers.  Catchers accrue nothing for strikeouts, unless there is a dropped third strike 
and the put out is made by a throw to first base.  For this, the catcher accrues as for an 
assist, i.e., 2/3 of the half of the SUV not accrued to the pitcher (the first baseman gets 
the remaining 1/3 of the half).  Catchers accrue the full SUV for passed balls and 
catcher interference, both negative outcomes.  The catcher accrues the other half of the 
SUV on a successful stolen base, again a negative outcome.  If the runner is thrown 
out, the catcher accrues the assist portion, i.e., 2/3 of the other half of the SUV (the 
player making the put out gets the remaining 1/3 of the half).  On all other plays, the 
catcher accrues as any other fielder. 

3. Fielders.  The philosophy here is that, if there is an assist on an out, the “assister” must 
perform two actions successfully (catch and throw), while the “put-outter” need 
perform only one successful action (make the put out).  Therefore, the half of the SUV 
not accrued by the pitcher on an out is split between the assister (2/3) and put-outter 
(1/3).  If there are multiple assists in making an out, the 2/3 is evenly split by the 
assisters.  Outs made exclusively by one fielder (e.g., pop fly outs or unassisted ground 
outs) accrue the full remaining half SUV to the fielder. 

4. Errors.  When an error occurs, the pitcher is credited with the SUV that would have 
accrued had the out been made, with the difference between the actual SUV and that 
which would have accrued to the pitcher now accrued to the fielder.  For example, on 
a lead-off error by the shortstop, the total SUV = -0.39.  Had the out been made, the 
pitcher’s SUV would have been 0.23/2 = 0.115.  Therefore, the pitcher accrues 0.115 
while the fielder accrues -0.39 – 0.115 = -0.505. 

 
Obviously there will be unique situations not covered by the above, but the philosophy described 
here would also apply.  Special treatment is performed on double (and triple) plays, best described 
via examples. 
 

1. “Simple” Double Play.  The simplest of all double plays would be a lineout with the 
runner caught off base.  For example, after a lead-off walk (SUV = -0.39, all to the 
pitcher), a line out to the first baseman who doubles up the runner accrues a total SUV 
= -(-0.39) + 0.23 + 0.16 = 0.78.  This is actually treated as two separate but consecutive 
plays.  First is the line out retiring the batter.  This has an SUV = 0.23, with half (0.115) 
going to the pitcher and half (0.115) to the first baseman.  Next is the tag out by the 
first baseman of the runner, with a total SUV = -(-0.39) + 0.16 = 0.55.  Again, half 
accrues to the pitcher and half to the first baseman, i.e., 0.55/2 = 0.275 each.  Thus, the 



pitcher’s total is 0.115 + 0.275 = 0.39 (the expected half of the total for the pitcher), as 
is that for the first basemen.  The next simplest double play would be one of the 
grounder variety.  Again, after a lead off walk, assume a grounder to the shortstop 
results in a 6-4-3 double play.  Again, this is treated as two separate but consecutive 
plays.  First is the force out at second (SUV = -[-0.39] + 0.23 = 0.62), which accrues 
half to the pitcher (0.62/2 = 0.31), 2/3 of half to the shortstop as assister (0.62/2 x 2/3 
= 0.207) and 1/3 of half to the second baseman as put-outter (0.62/2 x 1/3 = 0.103).  
Next is the put out at first base (0.16), with half to the pitcher, i.e., 0.16/2 = 0.08, 
bringing his total to 0.31 + 0.08 = 0.39 (the expected half of the total SUV = -[-0.39] + 
0.23 + 0.16 = 0.78); 2/3 of half to the second baseman as assister, i.e., 0.16/2 x 2/3 = 
0.053, bringing his total to 0.103 + 0.053 = 0.156; 1/3 of half to the first baseman as 
put-outter, i.e., 0.16/2 x 1/3 = 0.027.  Thus, the totals for the four players involved are 
0.39 (pitcher) + 0.207 (shortstop) + 0.156 (second baseman) + 0.027 (first baseman) = 
0.78. 

2. “Complex” Double Play.  Add a base runner at second to the previous example for the 
6-4-3 double play.  The double play results in two outs with a runner on third base.  For 
the first (force) out at second (crediting the runner reaching third base), the total SUV 
= -0.68 –(-0.63) + 0.39 + 0.23 = 0.57.  This is split as above, i.e., pitcher = 0.57/2 = 
0.285, shortstop = 0.57/2 x 2/3 = 0.19 and second baseman = 0.57/2 x 1/3 = 0.095.  For 
the second out at first base (with the runner staying at third base), the total SUV = -
0.29 –(-0.68) + 0.16 = 0.55.  Split again as above, the pitcher receives 0.55/2 = 0.275 
(bringing his total to 0.285 + 0.275 = 0.56), the second baseman 0.55/2 x 2/3 = 0.183 
(bringing his total to 0.095 + 0.183 = 0.278) and the first baseman 0.55/2 x1/3 = 0.092.  
The total SUV for the double play is 0.57 + 0.55 = 1.12.  The pitcher’s total (0.56) is 
the expected half, and the SUVs for the fielders = 0.19 (shortstop) + 0.278 (second 
baseman) + 0.092 = 0.56, the remaining half. 

3. Triple Play.  Consider a most complex 5-4-3 triple play with the bases loaded, with a 
grounder to the third baseman, who steps on third (first out), throws to second (second 
out), who then throws to first (third out).  This must be treated in two parts - first as if 
there was no runner on third; next with apportionment among the fielders (and pitcher) 
for erasing the runner at third without scoring. 

Part 1 (without runner at third) 
a. Unassisted force out at third.  SUV = -(-0.63) + 0.23 = 0.86, half each to the 

pitcher and third baseman (0.86/2 = 0.43). 
b. Assisted force out at second. SUV = -(-0.39) + 0.16 = 0.55, half to the pitcher 

(0.55/2 = 0.275, bringing his total so far to 0.43 + 0.275 = 0.705), 2/3 of half to 
the third baseman (0.55/2 x 2/3 = 0.183, bringing his total to 0.43 + 0.183 = 
0.613) and 1/3 of half to the second baseman (0.55/2 x 1/3 = 0.092). 

c. Assisted force out at first.  SUV = 0.10, half to the pitcher (0.10/2 = 0.05, 
bringing his total so far to 0.705 + 0.05 = 0.755), 2/3 of half to the second 
baseman (0.10/2 x 2/3 = 0.033, bringing his total to 0.092 + 0.033 = 0.125) and 
1/3 of half to the first baseman (0.10/2 x 1/3 = 0.017). 

d. Sub-total.  SUV = 0.755 (pitcher) + 0.613 (third baseman) + 0.125 (second 
baseman) + 0.017 (first baseman) = 1.51. 

Part 2 (contribution from runner at third) 
The elimination of the runner at third has a total SUV = -(-.87) = 0.87, half of 
which goes to the pitcher (0.87/2 = 0.435, bringing his final SUV to 0.755 + 
0.435 = 1.19).  The remaining half (0.87/2 = 0.435) is apportioned among the 



three fielders based on their SUVs without the runner at third (from Part 1) as 
follows: 

 
0.87
2 𝑥

0.183	 3𝐵 + 0.125	 2𝐵 + 0.017	 1𝐵
0.183 + 0.125 + 0.017 = 

 
0.245	 3𝐵 + 	0.167	 2𝐵 + 0.023	 1𝐵 = 	0.435 

Total.  Pitcher = 1.19; third baseman = 0.613 + 0.245 = 0.858; second baseman = 
0.125 + 0.167 = 0.292; first baseman = 0.017 + 0.023 = 0.04.  These sum to 
1.19 + 0.858 + 0.292 + 0.04 = 2.38, i.e., three outs eliminating a bases loaded 
situation, i.e., -(-0.87) –(-0.63) –(-0.39) + 0.23 + 0.16 + 0.10 = 2.38. 

 
The following describes how a typical game is analyzed, based on Game 005, April 7, Seattle-1 
@ L.A. Angels-5.  Inning three (which contains an error) and inning six (which contains a double 
play) are tracked defensively.  In inning three, Gallardo yields two singles from the start, with 
SUVs of -0.39 and -0.63 –(-0.39) – 0.39 = -0.63, respectively, fully attributed to him.  These are 
reflected in the “SUV” and “Gallardo” columns, each consisting of one “opportunity” (as shown 
in the “Play” column under “Ops Sum).  The total SUVs are shown in the “Play” column under 
“SUV Sum.”  Next is a strikeout, also attributed fully to Gallardo, which represents an SUV = -
0.44 –(-0.63) – 0.22 –(-0.39) + 0.23 = 0.59.  Next is an atypical intentional walk, which advances 
both runners (perhaps it is not so atypical considering it was issued to Mike Trout, likely after 
falling behind in the count).  Again, Gallardo accrues the full SUV = -0.68 –(-0.44) – 0.44 –(-0.22) 
-0.22 = -0.68.  An error at third (yellow highlight) allows a run to score and keeps the bases full, 
an SUV = -1.00 –(-0.68) – 0.68 –(-0.44) – 0.44 –(-0.22) – 0.22 = -1.00  Had the error not occurred, 
and the attempted force out at second been made, the SUV would have been -1.00 –(-0.68) – 0.29 
–(-0.44) –(-0.22) – 0.12 + 0.16 = 0.09, half of which would have accrued to Gallardo.  Thus 
Gallardo receives 0.09/2 = 0.045 while Seager accrues -1.00 – 0.045 = -1.045.  Gallardo strikes 
out the next batter, accruing the full SUV = -0.29 –(-0.68) – 0.23 –(-0.44) – 0.12 –(-0.22) +.16 = 
0.86.  The final out is a force out at second on a grounder to third.  This yields an SUV = 0.29 + 
0.23 + 0.12 + 0.10 = 0.74, as all three base runners are erased as well as the batter.  Half is attributed 
to Gallardo, i.e., 0.74/2 = 0.37, while the remaining half is apportioned between Segura (0.74/2 x 
2/3 = 0.247) and Cano (0.74/2 x 1/3 = 0.123).  The totals for the inning in the “Inning” columns 
under “Ops Sum” and “SUV Sum” are 10 and -0.51, respectively. 
 
Inning six is also interesting, since it contains a double play involving the pitcher, as well as a 
pitching change.  After yielding lead off homer (SUV = -1.00) and no out single (SUV = -0.39), 
Gallardo is replaced by Fien, who induces a 3-6-1 double play.  The first out is a force at second 
(SUV = -[-0.39] + 0.23 = 0.62), half to Fien (0.62/2 = 0.31), 2/3 of half to Valencia (0.62/2 x 2/3 
= 0.207) and 1/3 of half to Segura (0.62/2 x 1/3 = 0.1033).  The second out eliminates the batter 
for an SUV = 0.16, split between Fien in his role as a pitcher (0.16/2 = 0.08) and both Segura as 
an assister (0.16/2 x 2/3 =0.0533, bringing his total to 0.1033 + 0.0533= 0.157) and Fien as a put-
outter (0.16/2 x 1/3 = 0.027, bringing his total to 0.31 + 0.08 + 0.027 = 0.417).  Fien strikes out 
the last batter for an SUV = 0.10, bringing the inning totals to six opportunities with an SUV of -
0.49.  Following the play-by-play are the defensive (including pitching) game summary and 
cumulative including all preceding games (just one in this case).  The opportunities, total SUV and 
average SUV per opportunity for each player are tracked and summed, with any error, passed ball, 
or catcher interference SUV shown in yellow.  Offensive statistics for the same game are next 
extracted from Reference 2, both for the game itself and cumulatively.  Finally, the combined 
defensive and offensive opportunities, SUV and average SUV per opportunity are tabulated for 



the game itself and cumulatively.  Note especially the difference for the pitchers relative to 
Reference 2, where, instead of opportunities, their innings pitched were tracked.  Also their SUV 
accrual now differs from Reference 2, where they were assigned the full SUV for each play with 
reversed signs (now positives were then negatives and vice-versa) to facilitate combining offensive 
and defensive (including pitching) SUVs.  
 

 



 
 
Here are the results for the 54 games that are tracked, with cumulatives every six games and 
detailed play-by-play every third game starting with Game 005.  The offensive statistics are 
taken from Reference 2. 
 

GAME 002 (Summary), APRIL 4, SEATTLE-1 @ HOUSTON-2 

 
 

GAME 005, APRIL 7, SEATTLE-1 @ L.A. ANGELS-5 



 

 
 

GAME 008 (Summary), APRIL 10, HOUSTON-0 @ SEATTLE-6 



 
  



GAME 011 (Summary), APRIL 14, TEXAS-1 @ SEATTLE-2 

 
 

GAME 014, APRIL 17, MIAMI-1 @ SEATTLE-6 

 



 
 

GAME 017 (Summary), APRIL 20, SEATTLE-6 @ OAKLAND-9 

 
  



CUMULATIVES THROUGH 6 GAMES 

 
 

GAME 020 (Summary), APRIL 23, SEATTLE-11 @ OAKLAND-1 

 
  



GAME 023, APRIL 26, SEATTLE-2 @ DETROIT-1 

 

 
  



GAME 026 (Summary), APRIL 30, SEATTLE-4 @ CLEVELAND-12 

 
 

GAME 029 (Summary), MAY 4, L.A. ANGELS-3 @ SEATTLE-11 

 
 



GAME 032, MAY 7, TEXAS-3 @ SEATTLE-4 

 

 
  



GAME 035 (Summary), MAY 11, SEATTLE-2 @ TORONTO-7 

 
 

CUMULATIVES THROUGH 12 GAMES 

 



GAME 038 (Summary) , MAY 14, SEATTLE-2 @ TORONTO-3 (WALK-OFF HOME 
RUN, 2 OUTS) 

 
 

GAME 041, MAY 17, OAKLAND-0 @ SEATTLE-4 

 



 
 

GAME 044 (Summary), MAY 20, CHICAGO WHITE SOX-16 @ SEATTLE-1 

 
  



GAME 047 (Summary), MAY 24, SEATTLE-1 @ WASHINGTON-5 

 
 

GAME 050, MAY 27, SEATTLE-0 @ BOSTON-6 

 
  



 
 

GAME 053 (Summary), MAY 30, SEATTLE-10 @ COLORADO-4 

 
  



CUMULATIVES THROUGH 18 GAMES 

 
 

GAME 056 (Summary), JUNE 2, TAMPA BAY-4 @ SEATTLE-12 

 



 
GAME 059, JUNE 6, MINNESOTA-3 @ SEATTLE-12 

 

 
  



GAME 062 (Summary), JUNE 9, TORONTO-2 @ SEATTLE-4 

 
 

GAME 065 (Summary), JUNE 12, SEATTLE-14 @ MINNESOTA-3 

 
  



GAME 068, JUNE 15, SEATTLE-2 @ MINNESOTA-6 

 

 



GAME 071 (Summary), JUNE 18, SEATTLE-7 @ TEXAS-3 

 
 

CUMULATIVES THROUGH 24 GAMES 

 



GAME 074 (Summary), JUNE 21, DETROIT-5 @ SEATTLE-7 

 
 

GAME 077, JUNE 24, HOUSTON-5 @ SEATTLE-2 

 



 
 

GAME 080 (Summary), JUNE 28, PHILADELPHIA-5 @ SEATTLE-4 

 
  



GAME 083 (Summary), JULY 2, SEATTLE-5 @ L.A. ANGELS-3 

 
 

GAME 086, JULY 5, KANSAS CITY-9 @ SEATTLE-6 (10 INNINGS) 

 



 
 

GAME 089 (Summary), JULY 8, OAKLAND-4 @ SEATTLE-3 

 
  



CUMULATIVES THROUGH 30 GAMES 

 
  



GAME 092 (Summary), JULY 15, SEATTLE-4 @ CHICAGO WHITE SOX-3 

 
 

GAME 095, JULY 18, SEATTLE-2 @ HOUSTON-6 

 



 
 

GAME 098 (Summary), JULY 21, N.Y. YANKEES-5 @ SEATTLE-1 

 
  



GAME 101 (Summary), JULY 24, BOSTON-0 @ SEATTLE-4 

 
 

GAME 104, JULY 28, N.Y. METS-7 @ SEATTLE-5 

	



 
 

GAME 107 (Summary), JULY 31, SEATTLE-6 @ TEXAS-4 

 
  



CUMULATIVES THROUGH 36 GAMES  

 



GAME 110 (Summary), AUGUST 3, SEATTLE-4 @ KANSAS CITY-6 

 
 

GAME 113, AUGUST 6, SEATTLE-1 @ KANSAS CITY-9 

 



 
 

GAME 116 (Summary), AUGUST 10, L.A. ANGELS-6 @ SEATTLE-3 

 



GAME 119 (Summary), AUGUST 13, L.A. ANGELS-4 @ SEATTLE-2 

 
 

GAME 122, AUGUST 16, BALTIMORE-6 @ SEATTLE-7 

 



 
 

GAME 125 (Summary), AUGUST 20, SEATTLE-0 @ TAMPA BAY-3 

 
  



CUMULATIVES THROUGH 42 GAMES 

 



GAME 128 (Summary), AUGUST 23, SEATTLE-9 @ ATLANTA-6 

 
 

GAME 131, AUGUST 27, SEATTLE-1 @ N.Y. YANKEES-10 

 



 
 

GAME 134 (Summary), AUGUST 30, SEATTLE-7 @ BALTIMORE-8 

 
  



GAME 137 (Summary), SEPTEMBER 3, OAKLAND-2 @ SEATTLE-10 

 
 

GAME 140 (Summary), SEPTEMBER 6, HOUSTON-5 @ SEATTLE-3 

 



 
 

GAME 143 (Summary), SEPTEMBER 10, L.A. ANGELS-5 @ SEATTLE-3 

 
  



CUMULATIVES THROUGH 48 GAMES 

 



GAME 146 (Summary), SEPTEMBER 13, SEATTLE-8 @ TEXAS-1 

 
 

GAME 149, SEPTEMBER 16, SEATTLE-6 @ HOUSTON-8 

 
  



 
 

GAME 152 (Summary), SEPTEMBER 20, TEXAS-8 @ SEATTLE-6 

 
  



GAME 155 (Summary), SEPTEMBER 23, CLEVELAND-11 @ SEATTLE-4 

 
 

GAME 158, SEPTEMBER 26, SEATTLE-6 @ OAKLAND-3 

 
  



 
 

GAME 161 (Summary), SEPTEMBER 30, SEATTLE-6 @ L.A. ANGELS-4 

 
  



CUMULATIVES THROUGH 54 GAMES 

 
  



AS ABOVE, BUT RANKED BY MOST OPPORTUNITIES 

 
  



COMPLETE MARINER FIELDING STATISTICS FOR 2017 SEASON* 

 

 
  



SUV DEFENSE, PITCHING AND COMBINED (FIELDERS ONLY) STATISTICS FOR 
TOP 10 PLAYERS BASED ON MOST OPPORTUNITIES (54 GAMES) 

 
 
From Reference 3 the complete season defensive statistics for all the Mariner players are shown 
above, followed by the 54-game SUV statistics for defense, including pitching, and combined 
offense and defense for the top 10 players with the most defensive and pitching Opportunities and 
top 12 for the combined group.  For defense, a lower limit of 73 Opportunities (Haniger) was 
selected.  For pitching, the lower limit was 89 Opportunities (Vincent).  For combined, the lower 
limit was 136 Opportunities (Alonso), which added both Alonso and Zunino to the group carried 
over from the top 10 defensive players.  Following the approach developed in Reference 2, 
whereby the total, mean and standard deviation for each of the three groups are calculated, “+SUV” 
and “+Avg” are calculated on a normalized basis for each group.  Again, as in Reference 2, within 
each group these two normalized statistics for each player are then averaged (“Both” column) and 
used to rank the players from first through tenth (twelfth for combined). The reason for considering 
both “+SUV” and “+Avg” is again the same as in Reference 2 - the former reflects longevity (most 
Opportunities) over a season while the second reflects expected performance per Opportunity.  
Combined, both aspects are reflected. 
 
As discussed in References 1 and 2, the goal of developing the SUV statistic is insights into 
players’ performance “in the clutch” that may not be readily indicated by the myriad of other 



statistics currently being used.1  Below are the season statistics for the top 10 fielders from the 
SUV lists based on the compilations shown above from Reference 2.  To characterize player 
performance based on such multiple statistics, the approach taken is again the same as in Reference 
2, i.e., the players are ranked by normalization of the statistics for selected categories, then these 
normalized values are averaged to yield one overall result, used to rank the players.  A combination 
of longevity (R-tot [Total Zone Total Fielding Runs Above Average2] and R-drs [Defensive Runs 
Saved Above Average3]) and expected performance statistics (Fielding Percentage [Sum of Put 
Outs and Assists divided by Chances], R-tot/yr [R-tot per 1200 innings, or approximately 135 
games] and R-drs/yr [R-drs per 1200 innings, or approximately 135games]), i.e., a total of five 
statistics, are used. 
 
Within the constraints of the comparison (SUV analysis is based on only one-third, i.e., 54 games, 
of the season vs. Reference 3’s complete season; and the subjectivity of which statistics to select 
for the comparison and use of normalization and subsequent averaging to yield a “performance 
measure” that can be compared to the SUV), the results provide insights that might not readily be 
found from the current myriad of statistics.  Among the fielders, Heredia, Dyson and Cano stood 
out as the top performers, with a fairly wide margin over the next player (Seager); while Alonso 
was the poorest, significantly below the previous player (Motter).  When the full season 
“traditional” statistics are used, Dyson stands out at the top and Segura at the bottom, similar to 
the SUV results, with Heredia a somewhat distant second to Dyson and Cano now falling in the 
middle.  Again, this comparison is arbitrary, and the SUV analysis uses only 54 of the 162 games, 
but if one envisions the SUV results to be representative of a full-season performance, they indicate 
that Dyson performed well in the clutch, somewhat better than his “traditional” statistics would 
seem to indicate.  Meanwhile, Segura did not perform well in the clutch, somewhat below his 
middling “traditional” statistics.  Such insight could be quite valuable to an owner, general 
manager, and manager (and fielding coach) when assembling a roster and line-up. 
 
For pitchers based on their SUV, Bergman stood out at the top, with Vincent next and well above 
the rest of the group; while Miranda was the poorest, noticeably below the next higher player 
(Ramirez).  The rankings are quite similar to those from Reference 2, which used a simpler 
approach to assessing pitcher SUV, with no pitcher displaced by more than one position from his 
ranking in Reference 2.  As shown in Reference 2, based on the full season’s “traditional” statistics, 
Vincent comes out on top, followed by Diaz and Ramirez (the bottom performer based on the 
SUV), with Bergman and Paxton in the middle.  Gallardo and Miranda are at the bottom, consistent 
with their SUV ranks.  There the discrepancy for Ramirez was noted and analyzed, so is not 
repeated here.  Again, to the extent the SUV results for 54 games are representative for an entire 
season, such insight could be quite valuable to an owner, general manager, and manager (and 
pitching coach). 
 
                                                
1  Since only 54 of the total 162 games have been analyzed for SUV, all the following “insights” regarding 

individual players should be taken with “a grain of salt” as merely illustrative as if the entire season had been 
analyzed for SUV.  If the selected games happened to correspond to atypically better or poorer performances by 
the player than what transpired over the entire season, the “insights” may be biased by the limited selection.  
While 1/3 of the season is considered to be a significant sample for analysis, it remains possible that atypical 
player performance has been highlighted.  All subsequent “insights” are intended to be illustrative only, not 
necessarily reflecting deviations from any individual player’s overall performance, either better or worse. 

2  Defined in Reference 3 as “the number of runs above or below average the player was worth based on the number 
of plays made.” 

3  Defined in Reference 3 as “the number of runs above or below average the player was worth based on the number 
of plays made [as compiled by Baseball Info Solutions].” 



COMPLETE SEASON FIELDING STATISTICS FOR TOP 10 MARINERS FROM SUV 
LIST 

 
 

There is one more advantage to SUV that is not readily available using traditional statistics, as 
illustrated by the rankings for the combined category.  Since both hitting and fielding are based on 
the same statistic (“run expectancy”), it is possible and perhaps quite informative to combine the 
hitting and fielding SUVs as shown here to yield and overall measure of “clutch” performance by 
a player both as a hitter and fielder.4  Here Seager and Cano stood out, significantly above the next 
player (Cruz, the designated hitter, whose rather positive offensive SUV enabled him to place this 
high on the combined list with essentially no fielding contribution); while Zunino is clearly at the 
bottom of the list of 12, significantly below the previous player (Heredia).  Note that Zunino was 
the only player among the 12 with a negative combined SUV, the result of his rather negative SUV 
for hitting.  As a catcher, he did not have many opportunities for an offsetting positive SUV since 

                                                
4  Pitchers, especially in the American League (who rarely bat, except in National League home parks), are not 

included in the combined category since their hitting statistics are minimal compared to “everyday” players, even 
in the National League.  For the American League, the designated hitter may or may not have much opportunity 
to play in the field (as shown here, Cruz had just one Opportunity over the 54 games selected), so his combined 
SUV is much more heavily weighted toward hitting and may somewhat penalize him relative to the rest since the 
fielding SUVs tend toward the positive.  Nonetheless, the designated hitter is included here. 



SUV does not credit put outs to the catcher for strikeouts.  A similar effect is evident for Heredia 
who, despite being the top fielder via SUV, also had a rather negative SUV for hitting which 
brought his combined ranking way down. 
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